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An RLL (which can be constructed with the four corners of the edges on the top layer, making a cross, then dividing in two and placing the edge over the whole of the cross with a RWL move), can be used on the 5x5 and larger cubes. Using the same technique as for the edges, one can determine the parity of the 5x5 and
7x7 cube edges (the ones on the upper layer). The parities of the different edges (using the three simplest moves, the four corner moves, the edge tips and the edge bar from above, the outer corner bar moves and the standard edges and Uw), are illustrated in the table. The top layers of each edge of the cube are shown
below. Each layer is shown with a different colour for easier identification. With all these edge moves, the single turn of the cube can usually be completed in under a minute. When working with a 5x5 or larger cube, several outer corner moves may have to be done and the edge bar may have to be used on multiple layers.

In these cases the solution may take longer to complete. However, the strategy is the same for all puzzles. Part IV : Now that a cube centre has been solved, use the L2 move to place the centre bar, face two down, and use the U3 move to swap the centre bar with the adjacent ones. This solves the centre by the same
method as 2x2s do. There are few topics in the field of electronics more guaranteed to cause confusion than DIY cube solving kits. The simple fact is that every cube has a slightly different solution, even if you have the exact same kit. This guide will explain the basics of cube solving and work you through some of the more

common methods. The solutions are intended as a guide only, and should not be taken as a definitive guide.
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